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1 Introduction
Our geometrical research was inspired by the paper on the Schro¨dinger op-
erator by the second author and M. Modugno, [5], as well as by their previous
joint paper with A. Jadczyk, [4]. We are interested mainly in certain geometric
objects and operations related with the functional bundle S(E,Q) of all sections
Ex → Qx of a 2-fibered manifold Q→ E →M , x ∈M . In [2], the first and the
third authors established the theory of connections in a somewhat more general
situation of the bundle F(Y1, Y2) → M of all smooth maps between the fibers
iThe author was supported by the Grant Agency of the Czech Republic under the project
number GA 201/02/0225
iiThe author was supported by the Ministry of Education of the Czech Republic under the
project MSM 143100009.
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over the same base point of two fibered manifolds Y1 → M and Y2 → M with
the same base M . The main purpose of the present paper is to introduce some
geometric concepts and to study some geometric operations that could be useful
for the variational calculus on these functional bundles.
Our approach to the variational calculus is based on the formal exterior
differential on finite dimensional fibered manifolds introduced by A. Traut-
man, [12], and further developed by the third author, [6, 7]. In Section 1 of
the present paper we study a slight finite dimensional generalization of this
concept in a form suitable for our next purposes. Section 2 is devoted to some
geometric properties of the bundles F(Y1, Y2) and S(E,Q) in the framework
of the Fro¨licher’s theory of smooth structures, [3]. The morphisms between our
functional bundles represent a kind of differential operators. As pointed out
already in [2], one can distinguish an important class of them that have finite
order in the operator sense. In Section 3 we modify this idea to the morphisms
defined on the r-th jet prolongation JrF(Y1, Y2). This leads us to an original
concept of fiberwise (k, r)-jet of a base preserving morphism of finite dimen-
sional fibered manifolds. Section 4 deals with the formal exterior differentiation
over the functional bundle F(Y1, Y2). In Section 5 we study its restriction to
the bundle S(E,Q) of sections. In Proposition 11 we characterize an impor-
tant situation in which the finite dimensional formal exterior differential and
the analogous operation over S(E,Q) are naturally related. Finally, Section 6
is devoted to the Euler-Lagrange morphism on S(E,Q) from the viewpoint of
our previous operations.
If we deal with finite dimensional manifolds and maps between them, we
always assume they are of class C∞, i.e. smooth in the classical sense. On the
other hand, the smooth spaces and maps in the sense of A. Fro¨licher are said
to be F -smooth. Unless otherwise specified, all morphisms are assumed to be
base preserving. In all standard situations we use the terminology and notation
from the monograph [8].
We acknowledge Marco Modugno for suggesting this subject and for several
stimulating discussions.
2 The formal exterior differential in finite dimension
We recall that Q
q→ E p→M is said to be a 2-fibered manifold, if both q and
p are surjective submersions. Consider two 2-fibered manifolds Z → Y → M ,
W → Y →M , a fibered manifold N →M and a morphism
ψ : Z ×
Y
W → N ,
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where Z ×
Y
W is interpreted as a fibered manifold over M . Then the rule
Jkψ(jkxs, j
k
xσ) = j
k
xψ(s, σ) (1)
defines a map
Jkψ : JkZ ×
JkY
JkW → JkN . (2)
In the case of
ψ : JrZ ×
JtY
JsW → N , r ≥ t ≤ s ,
we obtain
Jkψ : JkJrZ ×
JkJtY
JkJsW → JkN .
Then we introduce
Jkholψ : J
k+rZ ×
Jk+tY
Jk+sW → JkN (3)
by means of the canonical inclusions of the holonomic jet prolongations into the
iterated jet prolongations.
In particular, consider
ϕ : JrY ×
JsY
V JsY → Z , s ≤ r , (4)
where Z → M is a fibered manifold. By using the well known identification
κs : V J
sY → JsV Y , we construct
ϕ ◦ (idJrY ×
JsY
κ−1s ) : J
rY ×
JsY
JsV Y → Z
and
Jkhol(ϕ ◦ (idJrY ×
JsY
κ−1s )) : J
k+rY ×
Jk+sY
Jk+sV Y → JkZ .
Then we define
J kholϕ := Jkhol(ϕ ◦ (idJrY ×
JsY
κ−1s )) ◦ (idJk+rY ×
Jk+sY
κs+k) : (5)
: Jk+rY ×
Jk+sY
V Jk+sY → JkZ .
Let η : Y → V Y be a vertical vector field on Y and J sη : JsY → V JsY be
its flow prolongation. Write
ϕ(J sη) = ϕ ◦ (idJrY ×
JsY
J sη) : JrY → Z .
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Then
Jkhol(ϕ(J sη)) : Jk+rY → JkZ .
On the other hand,
J kholϕ : Jk+rY ×
Jk+sY
V Jk+sY → JkZ ,
so that
(J kholϕ)(J k+sη) : Jk+rY → JkZ .
1 Proposition. For every ϕ and η, we have
(J kholϕ)(J k+sη) = Jkhol(ϕ(J sη)) . (6)
Proof. This follows from the well known fact J sη = κ−1s ◦ Jsη, where
Jsη : JsY → JsV Y is the functorial prolongation of η. QED
Consider the case Z =
∧l T ∗M in (4). The exterior differential d on M is a
first order operator, so that d determines the associated map δ : J1
∧l T ∗M →∧l+1 T ∗M satisfying dω = δ ◦ (J1ω) for every l-form ω :M → ∧l T ∗M .
2 Definition. For every morphism ϕ : JrY ×
JsY
V JsY → ∧l T ∗M , we define
its formal exterior differential by
Dϕ := δ ◦ (J 1holϕ) : Jr+1Y ×
Js+1Y
V Js+1Y →
l+1∧
T ∗M . (7)
Proposition 1 implies that this concept represents a generalization of that
one introduced by the third author in [6]. In fact, ϕ is assumed to be linear in
V JsY in [6], while in (7) ϕ is quite arbitrary.
Consider some local fiber coordinates xi, xp on Y , i = 1, . . . ,m = dimM ,
p = m + 1, . . . ,m + n = dimY . Let α and σ be multiindices of the range m.
Write
xpα , 0 ≤‖α‖≤ r
for the induced coordinates on JrY and
xpσ , X
p
σ = dx
p
σ, 0 ≤ ||σ|| ≤ s
for the induced coordinates on V JsY . If
ai1...il(x
i, xpα,X
p
σ) dx
i1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxil (8)
is the coordinate expression of ϕ, then the coordinate form of Dϕ is(
∂ai1...il
∂xi
+
∂ai1...il
∂xpα
xpαi +
∂ai1...il
∂Xpσ
Xpσi
)
dxi ∧ dxi1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxil . (9)
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3 The functional bundle S(E, Q)
We shall use the following simplified version, [1], of the theory of smooth
spaces by A. Fro¨licher, [3]. An F -smooth space is a set S along with a set CS
of maps γ : R→ S, which are called F -smooth curves, satisfying
(i) each constant curve R→ S belongs to CS ,
(ii) if γ ∈ CS and ε ∈ C∞(R,R), then γ ◦ ε ∈ CS .
Every subset S¯ ⊂ S is also an F -smooth space, if we define CS¯ ⊂ CS to be the
subset of all curves with values in S¯. If (S′, CS′) is another F -smooth space, a
map f : S → S′ is said to be F -smooth, if f ◦ γ is an F -smooth curve on S′ for
every F -smooth curve γ on S. So we obtain the category S of F -smooth spaces.
In particular, every smooth manifold M turns out to be an F -smooth space
by assuming as F -smooth curves just the smooth curves. Moreover, a map
between smooth manifolds is F -smooth, if and only if it is smooth. An F -
smooth bundle is a triple of an F -smooth space S, a smooth manifold M and
a surjective F -smooth map p : S → M . If p′ : S′ → M ′ is another F -smooth
bundle, then a morphism of S into S′ is a pair of an F -smooth map f : S → S′
and a smooth map f : M → M ′ satisfying f ◦ p = p′ ◦ f . So we obtain the
category SB of F -smooth bundles.
If p1 : Y1 →M , p2 : Y2 →M are two fibered manifolds, we write
F(Y1, Y2) =
⋃
x∈M
C∞(Y1x, Y2x)
and denote by p : F(Y1, Y2) → M the canonical projection. A curve ĉ : R →
F(Y1, Y2) is said to be F -smooth, if c := p ◦ ĉ : R → M is a smooth curve and
the induced map
c : c∗Y1 → Y2, c(t, y) = ĉ(t)(y), p1(y) = c(t) ,
is also smooth, [2]. The F -smooth sections of F(Y1, Y2) are identified with the
base preserving morphisms s : Y1 → Y2. We write ŝ : M → F(Y1, Y2) for the
F -smooth section induced by s.
The tangent bundle TF(Y1, Y2) → TM is defined as follows, [2]. For every
F -smooth curve f̂ : R → F(Y1, Y2), we first construct the tangent vector X =
∂
∂t |0(p ◦ f̂) ∈ TM . Write
TXY1 = (Tp1)
−1(X) ⊂ TY1, TXY2 = (Tp2)−1(X) ⊂ TY2 .
Then f̂ defines a map T0f̂ : TXY1 → TXY2 by
T0f̂(
∂
∂t
|0h(t)) = ∂
∂t
|0f̂(t)(h(t)) , (10)
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where we may assume that h : R→ Y1 satisfies p◦ f̂ = p1 ◦h. We say that f̂ and
another F -smooth curve ĝ : R→ F(Y1, Y2) satisfying ∂∂t |0(p ◦ ĝ) = X determine
the same tangent vector at f(0) = g(0) ∈ F(Y1, Y2), if T0f̂ = T0ĝ : TXY1 →
TXY2. The set TF(Y1, Y2) of all equivalence classes is called the tangent bundle
of F(Y1, Y2). The map T0f̂ is said to be the associated map of the tangent vector
d
dt |0f̂ .
Since TF(Y1, Y2) ⊂ F(TY1 → TM,TY2 → TM), this is also an F -smooth
bundle. The vertical tangent bundle V F(Y1, Y2) → M is the subbundle of
TF(Y1, Y2) of all elements projected by Tp into a zero vector on M .
Given a 2-fibered manifoldQ
q→ E p→M , we denote by S(E,Q) ⊂ F(E,Q→
M) the F -smooth bundle of all sections s : Ex → Qx of q.
A 2-fibered manifold morphism is a triple (f, f1, f0) such that the following
diagram commutes
Q
q−−−−→ E p−−−−→ M
f
y f1y f0y
Q¯
q¯−−−−→ E¯ p¯−−−−→ M¯
So we obtain the category 2FM. Write 2FMI ⊂ 2FM for the category defined
by the requirement that f1 is a diffeomorphism on each fiber. If f ∈ 2FMI , we
have the induced map
S(f) : S(E,Q)→ S(E¯, Q¯)
transforming s : Ex → Qx into
fx ◦ s ◦ (f1x)−1 : E¯f0(x) → Q¯f0(x) .
Clearly, S is a functor on 2FMI with values in SB.
If we have another 2-fibered manifold P → E →M , then a 2FM-morphism
over idE will be called an E-morphism. In this case we shall also write f̂ =
S(f) : S(E,Q)→ S(E,P ).
Consider a vertical curve γ̂ : R → S(E,Q) over x ∈ M . Then γ(t) : Ex →
Qx, t ∈ R, and γ(t)(y) is a vertical curve on Q → E for every y ∈ Ex. Hence
d
dt |0γ(t)(y) ∈ Vy(Q → E). Using the standard globalization procedure, [11], we
deduce
V S(E,Q) = S(E,V (Q→ E)) . (11)
We have a canonical injection
i : JrS(E,Q)→ S(E, Jr(Q→ E)) (12)
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defined as follows. Consider a section ŝ :M → S(E,Q), so that s : E → Q. Then
jr ŝ determines jrs : E → Jr(Q → E). We have jrxŝ ∈ JrxS(E,Q) ⊂ JrxF(E,Q)
and we set
i(jrxŝ) = j
rs|Ex : Ex → Jrx(Q→ E) .
We shall consider some local fiber coordinates xi, xp on Y1 and local fiber co-
ordinates xi, za on Y2. In the case of Q → E → M , xi, xp, za will mean the
corresponding fiber coordinates on Q. Hence the coordinate expression of jrxŝ
are the functions
zaα(x
p), 0 ≤‖α‖≤ r ,
where α is a multiindex of the range m, [2]. On the other hand, the coordinate
expression of i(jrxŝ) are some functions z
a
αβ(x
p), 0 ≤‖α‖ + ‖β‖≤ r, where β is a
multiindex of the range m+ 1, . . . ,m+ n. Our definition implies
zaαβ = ∂βz
a
α(x
p) . (13)
3 Remark. We remark that (13) describes also a general injection
S(E, Jr(Q→ B)) →֒ S(E, Jr(Q→ E)) . (14)
Consider another 2-fibered manifold P → E → M and an E-morphism
f : Q→ P . Then we have the induced maps
Jrf : Jr(Q→ E)→ Jr(P → E), Jrf(jrys) = jry(f ◦ s)
and S(f) : S(E,Q)→ S(E,P ).
4 Lemma. The following diagram commutes
JrS(E,Q)
JrS(f)−−−−→ JrS(E,P )
i
y iy
S(E, Jr(Q→ E)) S(J
rf)−−−−→ S(E, Jr(P → E))
(15)
Proof. For jrxŝ ∈ JrS(E,Q), we obtain clockwise i(jrx(f̂ ◦ ŝ)) = i(jrx(f̂ ◦ s))
= jr(f ◦ s)|Ex and counterclockwise S(Jrf)(jrs|Ex) = jr(f ◦ s)|Ex. QED
The classical exchange map κr : V J
rY → JrV Y is defined by
∂
∂t |0jrxs(t, u) 7→ jrx ∂∂t |0s(t, u), t ∈ R, u ∈M ,
[8]. In the functional case, we have an exchange map
Kr : V J
rF(Y1, Y2)→ JrV F(Y1, Y2)
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defined by the analogous formula
Kr
(
∂
∂t |0jrxŝ(t, u)
)
= jrx
∂
∂t |0ŝ(t, u) . (16)
If we consider S(E,Q) instead of F(Y1, Y2), then the values of ŝ in (16) are the
sections of q, so that we have a restricted and corestricted map
Kr : V J
rS(E,Q)→ JrV S(E,Q) .
The same character of the definitions of κr and Kr implies that the following
diagram commutes
V JrS(E,Q)
Kr−−−−→ JrV S(E,Q)y y
S(E,V JrQ)
S(κr)−−−−→ S(E, JrV Q)
(17)
where the left and right arrows are the canonical injections induced by (12) in
combination with (11).
4 The operator order on J rF(Y1, Y2)
In [2] there was discussed, in fact, the operator order on an F -smooth mor-
phism
A : F(Y1, Y2)→ F(Y1, Y ) , (18)
where Y → M is another fibered manifold. We say that A is of the operator
order k, if, for every ϕ,ψ ∈ C∞(Y1x, Y2x),
jkyϕ = j
k
yψ implies A(ϕ)(y) = A(ψ)(y) .
Then A determines the associated map
A : FJk(Y1, Y2)→ Y , A(jkyϕ) = A(ϕ)(y) , (19)
where
FJk(Y1, Y2) =
⋃
x∈M
Jk(Y1x, Y2x)
is a classical manifold. By [2], A is a smooth map.
Let xi, xp and za be the local coordinates on Y1 and Y2 from Section 2.
Then the induced coordinates on FJk(Y1, Y2) are zaβ , 0 ≤‖β‖≤ k, where β is a
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multiindex of range (m+1, . . . ,m+n). If xi, ws, s = 1, . . . ,dim Y −dimM , are
local fiber coordinates on Y , then the coordinate expression of A is
ws = f s(xi, xp, zaβ) .
If we consider an SB-morphism
A : JrF(Y1, Y2)→ F(Y1, Y ) , (20)
we have take into account that ϕ,ψ ∈ JrxF(Y1, Y2) are characterized by the
associated maps
ϕ¯, ψ¯ : JrxY1 → JrxY2 .
So we have jkϕ¯, jkψ¯ : JrxY1 → Jk(JrxY1, JrxY2).
5 Definition. We say that A is of the operator order k, if
jkϕ¯|JryY1 = jkψ¯|JryY1 implies A(ϕ)(y) = A(ψ)(y) .
To characterize the associated map of A in this situation, we introduce a
new concept.
6 Definition. For a base preserving morphism f : Y1 → Y2, its fiberwise
r-jet prolongation (Fjr)f is defined by
(Fjr)f : Y1 → FJr(Y1, Y2) , (Fjr)f(y) = jry(fx) ,
where fx : Y1x → Y2x is the restricted and corestricted map, x = p1(y). The
k-jet jky (Fjr)f is called the fiberwise (k, r)-jet of f at y.
Let α be a multiindex of the range m and γ = (α, β). Let za = fa(xi, xp) be
the coordinate expression of f . Then the coordinate expression of (Fjr)f is
zaβ = ∂βf
a , 0 ≤‖β‖≤ r .
We write FJk,r(Y1, Y2) = Jk(FJr(Y1, Y2) → Y1) for the space of all fiberwise
(k, r)-jets of Y1 to Y2. This is a classical manifold with the induced coordinates
zaβγ , 0 ≤‖β‖≤ r , 0 ≤‖γ‖≤ k .
Clearly, we have
FJk,0(Y1, Y2) ≃ Jk(Y1 ×
M
Y2 → Y1) . (21)
Indeed, (Fj0)f = f , which we identify with its graph Y1 → Y1 ×
M
Y2, y 7→
(y, f(y)).
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7 Proposition. If A : JrF(Y1, Y2)→ F(Y1, Y ) is of operator order k, then
A(jrxf̂)(y) depends on j
k
y (Fjr)f only.
Proof. For r = 1, the associated map h : J1xY1 → J1xY2 of an element of
J1xF(Y1, Y2) is
za = fa(xi0, x
p), zai = ∂if
a(xi0, x
p) + ∂pf
a(xi0, x
p)xpi , (22)
where xp and xpi are the variables on J
1
xY1, x = (x
i
0) ∈ M . Hence jkyh|J1yY ,
y = (xi0, x
p
0), depends on
∂βf
a(xi0, x
p
0), ∂β∂if
a(xi0, x
p
0), ∂β∂pf
a(xi0, x
p
0), 0 ≤‖β‖≤ k .
These are the coordinates of jky (Fj1)f . For r > 1 we proceed by iteration using
the facts Jr is an r-th order functor and the coordinate formula for Jrf is of a
specific polynomial character in the induced jet coordinates. QED
Hence A determines the associated map
A : FJk,r(Y1, Y2)→ Y , A(jky (Fjr)f) = A(jrxf̂)(y) .
Analogously to (19), A is a smooth map.
We remark that the concept of fiberwise (k, r)-jet can be incorporated into
the general framework of the concept of (r, s, q)-jet of fibered manifold mor-
phisms, [8]. But this is somewhat sophisticated for our purposes, so that we
prefer our direct approach here.
8 Remark. It is interesting that a similar approach can be applied to an
arbitrary fiber product preserving bundle functor G on FMm. In [1] we clarified
that G can be extended to F(Y1, Y2) as follows. If G is of the base order r,
it can be identified with a triple (A,H, t), where A is a Weil algebra, H :
Grm → AutA is a group homomorphism and t : Drm → A is an equivariant
algebra homomorphism. In [1] we defined GF(Y1, Y2) as the subset of the F -
smooth associated bundle P rM [TAF(Y1, Y2)] of all equivariance classes {u,Z},
u ∈ P rM, Z ∈ TAF(Y1, Y2) satisfying tM(u) = TAp(Z).
Analogously to the tangent case, Z can be interpreted as a map
Z¯ : TAXY1 → TAXY2 , X ∈ TAp(Z) ∈ TAM .
We know that GYi, i = 1, 2, is the subset of P
rM [TAYi] of all {u,Zi} satisfying
tM (u) = Tpi(Zi). Then we construct a well defined inclusion
GF(Y1, Y2) ⊂ F(GY1, GY2)
by transforming {u,Z} ∈ GF(Y1, Y2) into the map
{u,Z}({u,Z1}) = {u, Z¯(Z1)} , {u,Z1} ∈ GY1 .
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Thus, for every G we can treat the operator order of an SB-morphism
GF(Y1, Y2)→ F(Y1, Y )
similarly to the case G = Jr.
5 The formal exterior differential over F(Y1, Y2)
We recall that, given two other fibered manifolds Y3 → M , Y4 → M , an
SB-morphism A : F(Y1, Y2)→ F(Y3, Y4) is called Jk-differentiable, if the rule
(jkx ŝ) 7→ jkx(A ◦ ŝ), ŝ :M → F(Y1, Y2)
defines an F -smooth map
JkA : JkF(Y1, Y2)→ JkF(Y3, Y4) .
In general, consider three F -smooth bundles S1, S2, S3 over M and two sur-
jective SB-morphisms π1 : S1 → S3, π2 : S2 → S3. We write
S1 ×
S3
S2 = {(u1, u2) ∈ S1 × S2, π1(u1) = π2(u2)} .
Clearly, this is also an F -smooth bundle over M .
Consider a Jk-differentiable morphism, s ≤ r,
A : JrF(Y1, Y2) ×
JsF(Y1,Y2)
V JsF(Y1, Y2)→ F(Y1, Y ) . (23)
Using the exchange map Ks, see (16), we can define
J kholA : Jk+rF(Y1, Y2) ×
Jk+sF(Y1,Y2)
V Jk+sF(Y1, Y2)→ JkF(Y1, Y ) (24)
in the same way as in Section 1.
To introduce the formal exterior differential, we have to consider
S(Y1,
∧l T ∗Y1) on the right hand side of (23). So, let
A : JrF(Y1, Y2) ×
JsF(Y1,Y2)
V JsF(Y1, Y2)→ S(Y1,
l∧
T ∗Y1) (25)
be a J1-differentiable morphism. Then we construct J 1holA, use the inclusion
i : J1S(Y1,
l∧
T ∗Y1)→ S(Y1, J1
l∧
T ∗Y1)
on the right hand side and add S(δ) : S(Y1, J
1
∧l T ∗Y1) → S(Y1,∧l+1 T ∗Y1),
where δ is the formal version of the exterior differential.
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9 Definition. The F -smooth morphism
DA := S(δ) ◦ i ◦ J 1holA : (26)
: Jr+1F(Y1, Y2) ×
Js+1F(Y1,Y2)
V Js+1F(Y1, Y2)→ S(Y1,
l+1∧
T ∗Y1)
will be called the formal exterior differential of (25).
Clearly, the construction of JrY1 ×
JsY1
V JsY1 and of the induced maps is a
fiber product preserving bundle functor on FMm. According to Remark 8, we
can introduce the concept of operator order of the morphism (23). However, we
shall not go into details in this paper.
6 The restriction of D to S(E, Q)
Now we consider S(E,Q) in the role of F(Y1, Y2). Let P → E → M be
another 2-fibered manifold and
A : JrS(E,Q) ×
JsS(E,Q)
V JsS(E,Q)→ S(E,P ) (27)
be a Jk-differentiable morphism. Then (24) restricts to a morphism
J kholA : Jk+sS(E,Q) ×
Jk+sS(E,Q)
V Jk+sS(E,Q)→ JkS(E,P ) . (28)
In the case k = 1 and P =
∧l T ∗E, (26) yields a morphism
DA : Jr+1S(E,Q) ×
Js+1S(E,Q)
V Js+1S(E,Q)→ S(E,
l+1∧
T ∗E) . (29)
An important fact is that (29) and the finite dimensional formal exterior
differential over E are related as follows. From now on we always consider Q as
a fibered manifold over E. Let
B : JrQ ×
JsQ
V JsQ→ P (30)
be a smooth E-morphism. On one hand, we construct
S(B) : S(E, JrQ) ×
S(E,JsQ)
S(E,V JsQ)→ S(E,P ) . (31)
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The injection JrS(E,Q) → S(E, JrQ) induces, including holonomization, an
injection
I : JkS(E, JrQ) ×
JkS(E,JsQ)
JkS(E,V JsQ)→ (32)
→ S(E, Jk+rQ) ×
S(E,Jk+sQ)
S(E,V Jk+sQ) .
On the other hand, we can construct
J kholB : Jk+rQ ×
Jk+sQ
V Jk+sQ→ JkP . (33)
So we have a diagram
JkS(E, JrQ) ×
JkS(E,JsQ)
JkS(E,V JsQ)
JkS(B)−−−−−→ JkS(E,P )
I
y iy
S(E, Jk+rQ) ×
S(E,Jk+sQ)
S(E,V Jk+sQ)
S(J kholB)−−−−−−→ S(E, JkP )
(34)
Then the proofs of (15) and (17) imply
10 Lemma. (34) is a commutative diagram. QED
In the case of B : JrQ ×
JsQ
V JsQ→ ∧l T ∗E, S(B) induces
DS(B) : J1S(E, JrQ) ×
J1S(E,JsQ)
J1S(E,V JsQ)→ S(E,
l+1∧
T ∗E) . (35)
On the other hand, we have DB : Jr+1Q ×Js+1Q V Js+1Q →
∧l+1 T ∗E. Then
Lemma 10 implies
11 Proposition. We have D(S(B)) = S(DB) ◦ I. QED
7 The Euler-Lagrange morphism
We first recall a suitable construction of the Euler-Lagrange morphism of a
first order Lagrangian on a fibered manifold Y →M , [6,10]. We shall discuss a
slightly more general case of a morphism
λ : J1Y →
l∧
T ∗M . (36)
If l = m = dimM , we obtain a classical first order Lagrangian on Y .
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The vertical differential of λ is a map
dV λ : J
1Y → V ∗J1Y ⊗
l∧
T ∗M . (37)
The well-known exact sequence
0→ V Y ⊗ T ∗M → V J1Y → V Y → 0
induces the dual map V ∗J1Y → V ∗Y ⊗ TM . If we add the classical tensor
contraction a˚y : TM ⊗∧l T ∗M → ∧l−1 T ∗M , we obtain the composed map
ρY : V
∗J1Y ⊗
l∧
T ∗M → V ∗Y ⊗
l−1∧
T ∗M . (38)
Hence ρY ◦ dV λ can be interpreted as a morphism
B(λ) = ρY ◦ dV λ : J1Y ×
Y
V Y →
l−1∧
T ∗M . (39)
Then
DB(λ) : J2Y ×
J1Y
V J1Y →
l∧
T ∗M .
In coordinates, if
λ ≡ Li1...il(xi, xp, xpi ) dxi1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxil ,
then
dV λ ≡ ∂Li1...il
∂xp
dxp ⊗ dxi1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxil + ∂Li1...il
∂xpi
dxpi ⊗ dxi1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxil .
Hence
B(λ) ≡ ∂Li1...il
∂xpi
dxp ⊗ ∂
∂xi
a˚y dxi1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxil .
Using (9), we obtain
DB(λ) ≡ Di ∂Li1...il
∂xpi
dxp ⊗ dxi1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxil + ∂Li1...il
∂xpi
dxpi ⊗ dxi1 ∧ . . . ∧ dxil ,
where Di denotes the standard formal partial derivative with respect to x
i, [6].
This implies that the difference
E(λ) := (dV λ) ◦ π21 −DB(λ) , (40)
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where π21 : J
2Y → J1Y is the jet map, is projectable to V Y . Hence it can be
interpreted as a morphism
E(λ) : J2Y → V ∗Y ⊗
l∧
T ∗M . (41)
Its coordinate expression implies that for m = l we obtain the Euler-Lagrange
morphism of λ. A more geometric explanation of this fact can be found in [6].
Consider now a smooth E-morphism
L : J1Q→
l∧
T ∗E , (42)
which is a first order Lagrangian on Q → E in the case l = m + n. We can
interpret L as an SB-morphism
L̂ : S(E, J1Q)→ S(E,
l∧
T ∗E) (43)
or as a section, denoted by the same symbol,
L̂ :M → F(J1Q,
l∧
T ∗E) . (44)
Under the functional approach, the vertical differential is a map
d̂V : F(J1Q,
l∧
T ∗E)→ S(J1Q,V ∗J1Q⊗
l∧
T ∗E) . (45)
Then we take into account
ρQ : V
∗J1Q⊗
l∧
T ∗E → V ∗Q⊗
l−1∧
T ∗E .
This induces, fiberwise, a map
F(idJ1Q, ρQ) : F(J1Q,V ∗J1Q⊗
l∧
T ∗E)→ F(J1Q,V ∗Q⊗
l−1∧
T ∗E) .
Then B̂(L̂) := F(idJ1Q, ρQ) ◦ d̂V ◦ L̂ can be viewed as a morphism
B̂(L̂) : S(E, J1Q×
Q
V Q)→ S(E,
l−1∧
T ∗E)
and we can construct
D(B̂(L̂)) : J1S(E, J1Q) ×
J1S(E,Q)
J1S(E,V J1Q)→ S(E,
l∧
T ∗E) .
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Since B̂(L̂) = S(B(L)), Proposition 11 yields D(B̂(L̂)) = S(D(B(L))) ◦ I. This
implies that D(B̂(L̂)) can be viewed as an F -smooth section
M → F(J2Q,V ∗J1Q⊗
l∧
T ∗E)
and d̂V ◦ L̂ ◦ π21 − D(B̂(L̂)) corestricts to an F -smooth section
Ê(L̂) = d̂V ◦ L̂ ◦ π21 − D(B̂(L̂)) :M → F(J2Q,V ∗Q⊗
l∧
T ∗E) . (46)
This can be viewed as an SB-morphism, denoted by the same symbol,
Ê(L̂) : S(E, J2Q)→ S(E,V ∗Q⊗
l∧
T ∗E) . (47)
By construction, Ê(L̂) = S(E(L)).
Thus, in the case l = m+n our construction represents a functional approach
to the Euler-Lagrange morphism of a first order Lagrangian on Q→ E.
12 Remark. Given two fibered manifolds Y1 → M and Y2 → M , one can
study variational calculus for the base preserving morphisms Y1 → Y2. Since
these morphisms are identified with the sections of the fibered manifold Y1 ×M
Y2 → Y1, from the abstract point of view the morphism problem reduces to the
variational calculus for the sections of the latter bundle. However, the geometry
of the morphism problem should be more rich. It seems to be reasonable to
discuss this subject in more details elsewhere.
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